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Date Formats
Description.
All VSSI software is YEAR2000 compliant. This means that all VSSI components support a 4 digit year format. The actual format used is defined at
installation time, and can be modified via:
. Configuration file parameters at IPL time;
. CP commands at run time.

VM releases supported.
VSSI YEAR2000 compliance is supported in all z/VM releases.

Date formats supported.
The following date formats are supported. Where applicable, the corresponding IBM format name is specified in parentheses.
Date Formats

Description

Comments

USA Standard (also IBM FULLDATE)

Default

MM/DD/CYYY
DD/MM/CYYY

European Standard

CCYY/MM/DD

ISO Common (also IBM ISODATE)

CCYY/DD/MM

ISO European

MM/DD/YY

USA short-form (also IBM SHORTDATE)

DD/MM/YY

European short-form

YY/MM/DD

USA short-form with leading year

YY/DD/MM

European short-form with leading year

Installation default.
The installation default is FULLDATE.

VSSI Date Commands.
The following CP commands are provided for date format manipulation
(see the VPARS, ShadowDisk/Z, or VTAPE User's guides for the full command syntax):
• VSSet with the following arguments:
♦ VSSet DAteformat { Any one of the 8 VSSI format names defined above }
♦ VSSet { Any one of the 3 predefined IBM format names }
♦ VSSet DELimiter { forward slash (/), dash (-), or underscore (_) }
• VSQuery with the following argument:
♦ VSQuery DAteformat

Setting the default date format.
The default date format is specified during installation by running the VSPKG EXEC and answering the date-related prompts. Alternatively, you can modify
the VSOPTNS macro (although this is not recommended).

Online Code
After installation, the default date format can be modified by:
• Including the VSI_DAteformat statement in the VSSI system configuration file.
• Issuing the VSSet command with the appropriate parameters.

CMS Code
The default date format encoded in the the VSOPTNS macro is included in all CMS modules created at installation time. The CMS modules locate the
current date format as follows:
. Request the current date format from CP using the VSQuery command.

Date Formats
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If the online date format is available, use that;
. Otherwise, use the default encoded format via VSOPTNS.

CMS Code
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VSSI Product Licensing
Overview
VSSI products from Version 55 onwards employ a software license key mechanism.
The software license code uses the customer license key to check the VSSI expiration date, the running machine CPUID,
and/or the number of licensed IFLs, as follows:

License Type

Duration

CPUID/IFLs Checked?

Trial

60 days

no

Machine (1, 2, or 3)

1 year

Yes
(IFLs checked only by the
ShadowDisk/Z product)

Site

1 year

no

The following actions are taken based on the number of days remaining until expiration:
Days
Remaining
until
Expiration

Action Taken by VSSI License Code

Between 14
and 0

Warning message written to OPERATOR console once per hour; all functions allowed; processing continues.

Between 0
and -30

Critical message written to OPERATOR console once per hour; all functions allowed; processing continues.

(i.e., 30 days
grace period
after official
expiration)
Greater than
-30

Critical message written to OPERATOR console; soft ABEND issued in the USER virtual machine.

Downloading Your License File

VSSI generates a license key for each registered user of VSSI products. The license file name is based on the VSSI user ID assigned t
Userid
VPnnnnyy
VTnnnnyy

License File Name
Pnnnn.VMARC
Tnnnn.VMARC

License files for other user IDs (i.e., IDs assigned to several business partners) can assume
Puserid.VMARC as the name of their corresponding license file.
All license files are maintained on the VSSI z/VM FTP site, as follows:
FTP Type
URL
Directory
Regular FTP
ftp.vsoftsys.com
userid.192
Secure FTP
ftp2.vsoftsys.com
192
Each customer is authorized to download only the corresponding license file, and lacks authorization
to download any other license files which may reside on the disk at any point in time.
To download your license file, you can do as follows:
FTP Command

Usage

ftp ftp.vsoftsys.com

Alternatively, use secure FTP via:
ftp userid@ftp2.vsoftsys.com

User:

Your VSSI user ID

Password:

Your VSSI user password

bin
cd userid.192

For secure FTP, cd 192

Get Pnnnn.VMARC

VSSI Product Licensing
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Installing Your License File
After download, and after the VSSI products have been installed, the license file needs to be expanded to your VSSI PARM disk
(the disk belonging to the user and virtual address named in the VSI_DISK
statement in VSSI CONFIG; i.e., the disk containing the
VPSYSTEM and VTSYSTEM DEFAULTS files).
You can install your license file using the VSLIC exec, as follows:
vslic Pnnnn vmarc tfm
Where Pnnnn
is the filename of your license file
vmarc is the filetype of your license file
(default: VMARC)
tfm
is the filemode of your license file
(default: *)

This EXEC issues CPREL and CPACCESS commands to access the VSSI PARM disk.
Therefore, you must have class A privilege to use this EXEC.
The EXEC will also issue the VTINIT (for VTAPE-only users), VDINIT (for ShadowDisk/Z-only users) or VPINIT (for VPARS/VTAPE u
Note that the product(s) will not run without a valid VSSI license file.

Displaying License File Contents
After VSSI product installation, you can use the VSLshow command (no parameters) to display the license file contents.
VSLshow will issue a short report, as the following sample illustrates:
11:54:27 VSLSHOW
11:54:27 RVSSTL5061E VSSI Product License Summary for Licensee:
11:54:27 Your_Company_Name
11:54:27 Acct: 0000nnnn #Products: 0002
11:54:27 /*--------------------------------------------------------------*/
11:54:27 /* Product LicenseType Duration Expires */
11:54:27 /* CPUSer CPUModel (if applicable) */
11:54:27 /*--------------------------------------------------------------*/
11:54:27 VPARS Site 1 Year 2014-03-31
11:54:27 VTAPE Site 1 Year 2014-03-31

Notes:
1. If the product license has expired, "Product expired" will be shown in the "Duration" column.
2. VSSI license code grants a 30-day grace period for expired products. After the 30-day grace period, a z/VM soft
ABEND will be issued against all attempts to use the product. No such grace period is granted for Trial licenses.

Downloading Your License File
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VSSI Dynamic Module Loading and Unloading
Overview
VSSI products from Version 55 onwards support the z/VM CPXLOAD and CPEXIT environments.
The VSSI modules are automatically loaded at IPL time via CPXLOAD statements found in the VSSI CPEXIT file on the
VSSI CP PARM disk.
Additionally, VSSI modules may be dynamically unloaded and reloaded after IPL as part of VSSI module maintenance.
This approach should sharply reduce the number of IPLs required in the shop due to application of VSSI fixes.
Several VSSI modules are statically linked into the z/VM CP nucleus. Maintenance against NUC-linked modules will still
require an IPL.

VSSI modules can now be dynamically loaded and unloaded by the Systems Administrator
after IPL via the VSCPX EXEC,
by component, as follows:
Component

Load Command

Unload Command

VSSI Common

VSCPX ENAble VS CF1

VSCPX DISAble VS CF1

VPARS

VSCPX ENAble VP CF1

VSCPX DISAble VP CF1

ShadowDisk/Z

VSCPX ENAble VD CF1

VSCPX DISAble VD CF1

VTAPE

VSCPX ENAble VT CF1

VSCPX DISAble VT CF1

All

VSCPX ENAble ALL CF1

VSCPX DISAble ALL CF1

The VSCPX EXEC is copied at build time to the specified PARM disk; you can use it by
accessing the PARM disk in read-only mode after IPL.
For CF1 above, substitute your CP PARM disk virtual address
(after linking to it from your virtual machine). On z/VM 6.2, the primary PARM disk
is typically PMAINT CF0, not MAINT CF1 as set in prior z/VM releases.
The bulk of product code resides in the VSSI TXTLIB used by the
CPXLOAD commands in VSSI PARM disk CONFIG files to load the system.
Several critical stub files, however, remain in the CP Nucleus (NUC).
Future maintenance of the stub file code will require a system reboot;
all of the TXTLIB code (approximately 95% of the code base)
will not require a z/VM IPL.
In order to support a CPEXIT environment, all hooks located in IBM HCP modules,
as well as all cross-component VSSI module calls, have been converted to CPEXIT calls.
This conversion makes it possible for the customer to disable/enable VSSI exits
(via the VSCPX EXEC described above) while the system is still running.

Dynamically Unloading VSSI Components
Use the VSCPX EXEC with the DISABLE parameter to unload a specific or all VSSI components. It is recommended that all product users be inactive
before attempting to unload the component; if not, their work will be unduly disrupted (i.e., VPARS, VDISK, and VTAPE databases will be force-closed
when these components are unloaded).

Dynamically Reloading VSSI Components
Use the VSCPX EXEC with the ENABLE parameter to load a specific or all VSSI components. After the successful conclusion of the load, users may
re-open their VPARS and/or VTAPE databases and resume work.

VSSI Dynamic Module Loading and Unloading
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VSSI Products
VPARS
VPARS (Virtual Private Active Record Shadowing) for the IBM Transaction Processing Facility (TPF) allows multiple TPF guest virtual machines to share
a common TPF system base. Records modified by each guest are maintained on a Private Modified Record (PMR) database for that guest.

ShadowDisk/Z (VDISK)
ShadowDisk/Z allows multiple z/Linux guest virtual machines to share a common z/Linux system base. Records modified by each guest are maintained on a
Private Modified Record (PMR) database for that guest.

VTAPE
VTAPE provides virtual 3420, 3480 and 3490 tape drive simulation and tape data libraries to z/VM guests. Virtual tape drives appear to the guest as real
tape drives. 3590 drives are only partially supported due to IBM licensing restrictions.

VSSI Products
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Installation Facilities
To install VSSI software products, you should understand the facilities that IBM provides for VM product installation and maintenance. These facilities
include VM/SES, EXEC files, CNTRL files, macro libraries, the CP nucleus load list, and the CP directory update program.
VSSI provides several front end execs to VM/SES to simplify product installation and to provide capabilities that are not yet available in VM/SES for CP
product installations. Execs are provided to:
• Build auxfiles for updates to IBM CP modules.
• Build and update macro libraries.
• Assemble a list of modules.
• Build Version Vector Table entries from an auxfile.
IBM provides the following files that are used and/or updated by the installation process:
• Product Parameter File (PPF)
• CMS control file
• CP control file
• CP load list
IBM files that are updated during installation are placed on a minidisk you allocate for the VSSI installation. This disk is called the VSSI installation or local
disk and is accessed when the VSSI PPF is used with VSSETUP or VMFSETUP to access disks. Most of the installation procedure is common to all VSSI
products.

CNTRL, AUX, and UPDATE Files
The VSBLDCTL step (called by VSSIPREP) builds new control files and places them on the VSSI local disk. Several entries are added to the control files.
The names of the input control files are extracted from your current PPF file. The new control file names are extracted from the VSSI PPF file.

Updates to CP Control Files
The install process will add an entry to the CP control file for each of the following types of updates, depending on the products being installed.
• IBM file updates for VSSI products (i.e., hooks to HCP modules).
• VSSI Common file updates.
• VPARS, VDISK, and VTAPE file updates.

Updates to CMS Control Files
The install process will add an entry to the CMS control file for each of the following types of updates, depending on the products being installed.
• VSSI Common file updates.
• VPARS file updates.
• VDISK file updates.
• VTAPE file updates.

Naming Conventions for Auxfiles
The filetype for VSSI Auxfiles is AUXcppvr, where:
c

is C for updates to IBM files and A for updates to VSSI
files.

pp

is a VSSI product identifier (VS, VP, VD, or VT).

vr
is the VSSI product version and release number.
For VSSI Version 55 software the VTAPE AUX filetype for VSSI module RVTSYS is AUXAVT55. The AUX filetype for IBM module HCPIOV is
AUXCVT55.

Naming Conventions for Update Files
The filetype for VSSI updates to IBM HCP files is xvrnnnVS, where:
x

is a prefix letter that matches the first letter of IBM updates to IBM modules.
If you are familiar with VMSES, this is the first letter of the :SLVI value

vr
nnn

which identifies the z/VM release.
is the VSSI product version and release number.
is an update number.

For z/VM 6.2, a sample filetype for an update to an IBM CP module would be N55001VS.

The filetype for updates to VSSI files is ppvrnnnn, where:
pp

is a VSSI product identifier (VS, VP, VD, or VT).

Installation Facilities
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vr

is the VSSI product version and release number.

nnnn

is an update number.

For VSSI Version 55, a sample filetype for an update to a VTAPE module would be VT550042.

Naming Conventions for Text Files
CP text files created using the VSSI control file have a file type of Lcpvrnnn, where:
c

is:
• A for VSSI modules
• C for IBM modules

p

is the VSSI product identifier (S, P, D, or T).

vr

is the version and release number of the product.

nnn is the update number of the last update applied to the file.
For VSSI Version 55, a sample text filetype for VTAPE would be LAT55045.
The filename corresponds to the VSSI module, such as RVTSYS.

Assembler Considerations
All VSSI source files are distributed in Fixed80 format. As each assembly completes, the corresponding text file is moved to the VSSI local disk. The
updated source file is then removed from the A-disk, or restored if the original ASSEMBLE file was found on the A-disk.

Naming Conventions for Update Files
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The VSSINSTL DEFAULTS File
The VSSINSTL DEFAULTS file is used by the installation execs with the VSSI $PPF override file to control the installation of VSSI products. The
VSSINSTL DEFAULTS file on the VSSI distribution tape has the names and locations of the IBM distributed files. If you use different names or move the
files, you must update the VSSINSTL DEFAULTS file. This is covered in "Installation Procedure". The :VSPROD keyword identifies the VSSI $PPF file
name.
The installation process uses the :LOCALVSS keyword in the $PPF override file to identify the VSSI installation disk address. If you want to use a name
other than :LOCALVSS for the install, the VSSI local disk keyword can be changed; however, it must be changed in the VSSINSTL DEFAULTS file and
the VSSI $PPF override file.
Figure 1. z/VM Release 510 Sample Entries.

:KEYWORD
:BASEPROD
:DEFCOMP
:CPREL
:VSPROD
:VSREL
:VPREL
:VTREL
:VSASM
:VSLOCAL
:VSMACLIB
:VSMLST
:NUCTARG
:CPNUCMAP
:DIRECTXA

ITEM
ZVM
CP
620
VSZVM51
55
55
55
HASM
LOCALVSS
VSSI55
55MAC
MODULE
191
NO

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

COMMENTS
IBM or local product id ($PPFalias)
Default $PPF component
CP release z/VM 6.2.0
VSSI product id ($PPF override filename)
VSSI version and release number
VPARS version and release number
VTAPE version and release number
System assembler ASM, HASM or HLASM
VSSIPPF local disk identifier
VSSI installation maclib filename
VSSI maclib list suffix
CP nucleus destination target
CPNUCMAP disk address
Create DIRECTXA module YES|NO

The VSSINSTL DEFAULTS File
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The VSSI $PPF Override File
The VSSI $PPF override file is used to override the IBM $PPF for the installation of VSSI products. The file name of the VSSI $PPF file is identified by the
:VSPROD keyword in the VSSINSTL DEFAULTS file.
z/VM allows multiple $PPF overrides; the IBM $PPF override has a filename of ZVM. If you have local $PPF override files you must change the :CP. and
:CMS. tags in the VSZVM55 $PPF file from ZVM to the filename of your highest level $PPF override file. You must also change the :BASEPROD tag in
the VSSINSTL DEFAULTS file.
You can use any address for the VSSI local disk, that is not used for a different local or IBM required disk. To change the address, change the value after the
LOCALVSS keyword in the CP and CMS sections of the VSZVM55 $PPF file .
If your system procedures require that you change the LOCALVSS $PPF keyword tag, you must change the value after the :VSLOCAL keyword in the
VSSINSTL DEFAULTS file, and the LOCALVSS tag keyword in the VSZVM55 $PPF override file.
The file name of the VSSI $PPF file can be changed to any file name. If you do this, you must change the value after the :VSPROD keyword in the
VSSINSTL DEFAULTS file.
The following is a sample VSSI $PPF file for z/VM.
Figure 2. z/VM Sample $PPF Override File

:OVERLST. CP CMS
*
* CP override section
:CP.
CP ZVM
:CNTRLOP.
:CNTRL.
VSPVM
:DCL.
./INSERT &DELTZ BEFORE
&vslc. A620 A620 MR
./END
:EDCL.
:MDA.
UPDATE
./INSERT LOCALSAM AFTER
LOCALVSS &VSLOC
./END
:EMDA.
:BLD.
CPLOAD64
VMFBDNUC BUILD7
:EBLD.
:DABBV.
LCP TXT LCP00000
LCT TXT LCT00000
LCS TXT LCS00000
LAP TXT LAP00000
LAT TXT LAT00000
LAS TXT LAS00000
:EDABBV
:END.
*
* CMS override section
:CMS.
CMS ZVM
:CNTRLOP.
:CNTRL.
VSSVM
:DCL.
./INSERT &DELTZ BEFORE
&vslc. A620 A620 MR
./END
:EDCL.
:MDA.
UPDATE
./INSERT LOCALSAM AFTER
LOCALVSS &VSLOC
./END
:EMDA.
:DABBV.
LCP TEXT LCP00000
LCS TEXT LCS00000
LCT TEXT LCT00000
:EDABBV
:END.

* VSSI CP control file name
* VSSI install disk

* VSSI install disk

TXE (NUCTARG MODULE RLDSAVE CNTRL VSPVME

* VSSI CMS control file name
* VSSI install disk

* VSSI install disk

[Top of Page |Next Page |Previous Page ]
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Installation Execs
The EXECs described in this section are provided to support the installation and maintenance of VSSI software products. The information in this section is
presented for reference. For a normal installation, the installation steps in "Installation Procedure" will suffice. Some of these EXECs, as well as all EXECs
beginning with â VXSâ , are subroutines to other EXECs, and may be listed below, but are not intended to be called directly by the user.
The following EXECs are provided:
Build a multi-file file for distribution.
Do CP-related VSSI install assemblies.
Do all VSSI install assemblies.
Build AUX files for VSSI updates to IBM CP modules.
Update VSSI CONFIG files on VSSI CP PARM disk.
Update CP and CMS CNTRL files to support VSSI updates.
Build or combine macro libraries.
Issue VMFBLD to build CP nucleus.
Build version vector table entries for all VSSI products.
Build version vector table entries for a product or single update.
Build VSSI CMS module files.
Copy VSSI files to common user or system disks.
Create the CPLOAD list.
List IBM MACLIB updates.
Build an HCP source deck containing all IBM updates but no VSSI updates.
Dynamically load or unload VSSI modules.
Split the files in a VSAPPEND file.
Reformat a downloaded VMARC file to Fixed80 format
Update the VSSLTAPE exec.
Generate a VSSUME message repository.
Update and assemble VSSI CP modules.
Resolve IBM-VSSI PTF conflicts against IBM HCP source objects.
Install a VSSI product package.
Install a downloaded VSSI license file.
Display license file status.
Generate MACRO-to-Source Cross-Reference.
Prepare a VSSI product for installation.
Install one or more VSSI PTF updates.
Install (mass-apply) VSSI PTFCUM updates.
Uninstall VSSI PTF updates.
List installed VSSI PTF updates.
Check PREREQs for the specified PTF.
Assemble VSSI CMS programs and build module files.
Access disks in CP maintenance order.
Assemble files without displaying the updates to the terminal.
Generates error information to be uploaded to VSSI Product Support.
Execute the initial VSSI install execs.
Update and assemble IBM CP modules modified by VSSI.
Xedit a CP or CMS assemble, macro, or copy file with updates.
Update and add a macro to a macro library.

VSAPPEND
VSASMACP
VSASMALL
VSBLDAUX
VSBLDCFG
VSBLDCTL
VSBLDMAC
VSBLDNUC
VSBLDVVT
VSBLVVTP
VSCMSBLD
VSCOPY
VSCPBLS
VSCPMAC
VSCPSRC
VSCPX
VSEXTRAC
VSFMTARC
VSGENEXC
VSGENMSG
VSHASM
VSHREP
VSINSTAL
VSLIC
VSLSHOW
VSMACXF
VSPKG
VSPTF
VSPTFCUM
VSPTFDEL
VSPTFLST
VSPTFREQ
VSSASM
VSSETUP
VSSIASM
VSSIDIAG
VSSIPREP
VSUASM
VSUPDT
VS1MAC

The execs used during installation and execs used for maintenance and error diagnosis are described on the following pages.

VSAPPEND
The VSAPPEND exec will build a file containing other files. The VSEXTRAC exec will split this file into the original files with the correct file types.
VSAPPEND

ifile

ofile

( < width >

ifile

is the file specification of the file to be appended (fname ftype fmode).

ofile

is the file specification of the append file (fname ftype fmode).

width is an optional width for the append file. The default is 80 bytes.
Usage Notes
1. If the append file exists the input file will be appended, if not, the append file will be created.

VSASMACP
The VSASMACP EXEC will use VSSIASM to do all of the IBM and VSSI CP assemblies (HCP* and RV* modules) required by the VSSI install. This
EXEC is typically used after IBM CP service has been applied to the system; alternatively, you can use the VSASMALL EXEC outlined below.
VSASMACP
/* Execute all CP VSSI assemblies */
'VMFCLEAR'
'VSSIASM CP ALL'
'VMFCLEAR'
'VSSIASM IBM ALL'
exit

Installation Execs
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VSASMALL
The VSASMALL EXEC will use VSSIASM to do all of the assemblies required by the VSSI install.
VSASMALL
/* Execute all VSSI assemblies */
'VMFCLEAR'
'VSSIASM CMS'
'VMFCLEAR'
'VSSIASM CP '
'VMFCLEAR'
'VSSIASM IBM'
exit

VSBLDAUX
The VSBLDAUX exec will build auxfiles for VSSI updates to IBM CP modules.
VSBLDAUX

product

< product

< comp > >

is an optional product identifier (VPARS or VTAPE) that is being installed. product defaults to all products that have been loaded to the VSSI
install disk.

comp

specifies the component (CP), for which auxfiles should be built. The default is the component named on the :DEFCOMP. keyword in the
VSSINSTL DEFAULTS file.
Usage Notes
1. If the VSSINSTL DEFAULTS file is set up properly, no arguments are required.

VSBLDCFG
The VSBLDCFG EXEC generates the VSSI CONFIG and TXTLIB files on the VSSI Install disk,
then copies them as required to the z/VM system primary CP PARM disk
(MAINT CF1 for z/VM systems < 6.2.0, PMAINT CF0 for z/VM 6.2.0 and higher).
This EXEC is normally invoked as an inner EXEC via the VSCOPY EXEC.
VSBLDCFG generates the following files:
Fileid

Contents

VSSI CONFIG

The main VSSI configuration file. This file is included via an IMBED
VSSI CONFIG statement in SYSTEM CONFIG, and pulls in the
remaining VSSI configuration files.

VSSI LOADSET

The file used to track all generated CONFIG group files.

VSSI XCONFIG

A consolidated file containing all VSSI IMBED statements.

VSSI CPLOAD

CPXLOAD statements for all VSSI modules.

prodid CPEXIT

CPEXIT definitions for product component prodid
(VSSIVS, VPARS, VDISK, VTAPE, etc).

prodid COMMANDS

COMMAND definitions for product component prodid.

VSSInn TXTLIB

TXTLIB containing the VSSI modules to be loaded, where nn is the
product version (e.g., VSSI55 for Version 55).

VSCPX EXEC

Module load/unload EXEC.

A log file (VSBLDCFG LOG) is generated on the VSSI Install disk as part of VSBLDCFG execution.
Any prior VSSI CONFIG files found on the system CP PARM disk are renamed (i.e., with a default filename suffix of X) prior to the generation of newer
files on the disk. This approach allows the System Administrator to reload a previous copy of VSSI modules (via the VSCPX EXEC) in the event of error or
failure incurred via a new build.
You can modify the suffix via the LOADset option (documented below).

VSBLDCFG taddr ( opts

taddr

is the virtual address of the CP PARM disk, linked to your virtual machine (R/W),
where SYSTEM CONFIG resides.

VSASMALL
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For z/VM releases < 6.2, taddr corresponds to MAINT CF1;
For z/VM release >= 6.2, taddr corresponds to PMAINT CF0.
opts

Specifies various processing options, as follows:
Option

Usage

CTL fn

Specifies the filename of a user CNTRL file used to locate TEXT files to be included in
is useful when incorporating user LOCALMODs into the VSSI build process, but is not

FORce

Force copy of all generated CONFIG and TXTLIB files to the CP PARM disk regardless
VSBLDCFG determines which files require copying, and bypasses the copy of all files w
those files already on the target CP PARM disk
(see Note 2 below).

LOADset cc

Please refer to this option in the VSCOPY exec below.

MEMbers m1 â ¦ m4

Please refer to this option in the VSCOPY exec below.

IMBed|NOIMBed

Please refer to this option in the VSCOPY exec below.

XConfig|NOXConfig

Please refer to this option in the VSCOPY exec below.

Usage Notes
1. This EXEC uses the VSSI PRODUCT files on the VSSI Install disk as input to determine the contents of the files to be generated.
2. As VSSI PTFs are applied to the system, the VSPTF exec builds a simple tracking database (VSSI UDB) to maintain PTF status. This database is
used by VSBLDCFG to determine which files need to be copied to the target CP PARM disk. This approach avoids excessive copies, and
simplifies System Administrator management.

VSBLDCTL
The VSBLDCTL EXEC will build an updated CP or CMS control file using the control file name in the previous PPF file. All parameters are optional; an
asterisk can be used to bypass a parameter.
VSBLDCTL comp

maclib

inctl

outctl

( TEST

comp

specifies the component (CP or CMS) for which the control file is being built. The default is the component named on the :DEFCOMP. keyword
in the VSSINSTL DEFAULTS file.

maclib

is an optional macro library name. The default is the maclib named in the VSSINSTL DEFAULTS file. This macro library name is added to the
other entries on the MACS card in the updated control file.

inctl

is an optional input control file name. The default is the control file named in the VSSINSTL DEFAULTS file. This control file is used as the
base for the updates.

outctl

is an optional output control file name. The default is the CP control file named in the VSSI $PPF override file. This is the name given to the
updated control file.

TEST
is an optional keyword that causes an UPDTEST card to be added to the new control file for the creation of new update files.
Usage Notes
2. None.

VSBLDMAC
The VSBLDMAC exec will add or replace a list of macro and copy files to an existing or new maclib. Updates are applied to the macros before they are
added or replaced in the maclib. If no parameters are entered, the default macro library named in the VSSINSTL DEFAULTS file will be built. An asterisk
can be entered to bypass any parameter.
VSBLDMAC

maclib macexec cntrl ( LIST < UPDLIST >

maclib

is the name of the maclib to be built or updated. maclib defaults to the maclib named in the VSSINSTL DEFAULTS file.

macexec

is the name of an exec file that contains the list of macro and copy files to be added or replaced in the requested maclib. The entries in this
exec file must be in the same format as required by the VMFMAC exec (or created by the LISTFILE command with the EXEC option),
which is '&1 &2 filename filetype <filemode>'. macexec defaults to the lists for the VSSI products installed.

cntrl

is the name of a control file to be used to apply updates to the macro and copy files. cntrl defaults to the CP control file named in the VSSI
$PPF file.

LIST

causes the names of the macros to be listed on the terminal as they are added to the library. The default is not to list the macro names.

UPDLIST

causes the names of updates to be listed on the terminal as they are applied to macros. The default is not to list the updates.

VSBLDCFG
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VSBLDNUC
The VSBLDNUC EXEC will generate a CP nucleus. It spools the virtual reader, printer, and punch devices for a CP nucleus load, and executes the
VMFBLD exec using entries from the VSSI $PPF override file.
VSBLDNUC

vsprod comp loadlist ( bldopts

vsprod

is the VSSI Program Product File (PPF) name, such as VSZVM62. The default is taken from the :VSPROD keyword in the VSSINSTL
DEFAULTS file. This is used as the name of the $PPF override file.

comp

specifies the component (CP) for which the nucleus should be built. The default is the component named on the :DEFCOMP keyword in the
VSSINSTL DEFAULTS file.

loadlist

specifies the name of the loadlist to be used to build the nucleus. The default is taken from the VSSI PPF.
The default loadlist(s) used depends on the value of the :VSCPBLS. keyword in the VSINSTL DEFAULT file.

bldopts

are options to be passed to VMFBLD such as; SETUP, NOSETUP, FASTPATH

VSBLDVVT
The VSBLDVVT exec will build VVT entries for all VSSI products installed.
VSBLDVVT

systype

systype is ALL, CP, CMS or IBM. The default is ALL.
Usage Notes
1. The VSBLDVVT will erase the VSSI VVT for the requested type before building the new VVT entries.

VSBLVVTP
The VSBLVVTP exec will build or update VVT entries for a requested product and component or a VVT entry for a requested file.
VSBLVVTP

vsprod

comp

< ERASE >

< ( fname >

vsprod

is VP, VS or VT. This is a required parameter.

comp

is CP or CMS for VSSI files or IBM for IBM CP files. This is a required parameter.

ERASE

will cause the VVT for the requested component to be erased.

fname
is the name of a file to build an updated VVT entry for.
Usage Notes
1. None.

VSCMSBLD
The VSCMSBLD exec will build all VSSI CMS modules that contain a specified VSSI CMS textfile.
VSCMSBLD

textfile < product >

< MAP >

textfile

is the name of a CMS program (textfile) that has been assembled.

product

is the name of a product (VTAPE or VPARS). If a VSSI product name is entered, only module files for that textfile and product are built. The
default is to build modules that include the given textfile for all installed products.

MAP
If MAP is entered, a loadmod map is created for the modules built. The default is no map.
Usage Notes
1. All CMS modules are built using RMODE ANY for 31-bit addressing and are relocatable. The VSCMSBLD exec temporarily sets the
LOADAREA to RESPECT while building the modules. If you halt execution of the VSCMSBLD exec, LOADAREA may still be set to
RESPECT.

VSCOPY
The VSCOPY exec will copy files from the installation disk to any other CMS disk.
VSCOPY

{ CMS | HELP | NUC | PARM | SAMPLES } vdev vdev2 ( options

CMS
HELP
NUC

PARM

VSBLDNUC

will copy the CMS modules and execs intended for public use to the specified disk, which should be accessible to general users (such
as the 19E or 319 disk).
will copy the VSSI help files to the specified help disk. You should then rebuild the shared help disk directory.
will copy the CPLOAD MODULE to the system parm disk.
This action will also invoke the VSBLDCFG EXEC to generate CONFIG files on the target CP PARM disk (please see the vdev and
vdev2 parameter descriptions below).
This action will invoke the VSBLDCFG EXEC to generate CONFIG files on the target CP PARM disk (please see the vdev and
vdev2 parameter descriptions below). The CP NUC module is not copied if PARM is specified.
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The PARM action is specified as follows:
vscopy parm vdev2
SAMPLES
vdev

(i.e., only 1 vdev specified; vdev2 here corresponds to vdev2 specified in the vscopy nuc action)
will copy the product sample configuration files to a user selected disk.
is the virtual device number (minidisk address) that the exec will copy files to. You should re-save the CMS nucleus if you copy files
to the 19E disk.
If the NUC action is specified, vdev is the virtual address where the following files are copied to:
. CP Nucleus, all CONFIG files (for z/VM releases < 6.2.)
. CP NUC only (for z/VM 6.2 and higher)

vdev2

If the PARM action is specified, vdev follows the rules for vdev2 below; a second vdev parameter is ignored.
is the virtual device number (minidisk address for z/VM release >= 6.2) where CONFIG and TXTLIB files are copied. This virtual
address typically corresponds to PMAINT CF0.
This parameter is required only if the VSCOPY NUC or PARM actions were specified, and only if the z/VM release >= 6.2; it is
ignored otherwise.

options

Specifies one of the following processing options:
Option

Usage

CTL fn

Specifies the filename of a user CNTRL file used to locate TEXT files to be
included in the VSSI TXTLIB build. This option is useful when incorporating
user LOCALMODs into the VSSI build process, but is not required otherwise.

FOrce|FRce

Force copy of all generated CONFIG and TXTLIB files to the CP PARM disk
regardless of change status. Normally, VSBLDCFG determines which files
require copying, and bypasses the copy of all files which have the same
contents as those files already on the target CP PARM disk (see Note 1
below).

LOADset cc

Causes VSBLDCFG to append the specified 2-character alphanumeric (A-Z,
0-9) suffix (cc) to target (i.e., new) CONFIG and TXTLIB filenames as they
are generated on the CP PARM disks. If omitted, the filenames are not
suffixed, and the generated CONFIG files are assumed by belong to the
DEFAULT Load Set.
The suffix may be specified as any 2-character alphanumeric value (A-Z, 0-9),
except XX, which is reserved for backup copies. If specified, up to 8 such
groupings (i.e., 8 distinct CONFIG|TXTLIB groups) can be kept on the CP
PARM disk.

MEMbers m1 â ¦ m4

(SSI Environments Only)
Allows the user to generate a new configuration Load Set for only the
specified SSI members (up to 4 members can be specified). This approach
ensures that updates to VSSI software are initially used only by the specified
SSI member machine(s) (e.g., during testing). If omitted, the generated
configuration applies to all SSI members specified in the target SYSTEM
CONFIG.

IMBed|NOIMBed

Controls how VSSI CONFIG IMBED statements are generated.
IMBED (the default) causes the generation process to insert the necessary
CONFIG file IMBEDs in VSSI CONFIG. These statements will be used at boot
time to activate VSSI code.
NOIMBED strips all VSSI IMBED statements out of the generated VSSI
CONFIG. This scenario, while not frequently used, is useful for testing
purposes (i.e., the system will boot without any VSSI code loaded).

XConfig|NOXConfig

Controls the format of generated VSSI IMBED statements.
NOXCONFIG (the current but deprecated default) generates a VSSI CONFIG
file with IMBEDs as follows:
. Normal VSSI non-IMBED statements
. IMBED prodid CPLOAD
. IMBED prodid CPEXIT (one per VSSI component â
VPARS, VTAPE, etc)

VSSI Common,

. IMBED prodid COMMANDS (one per VSSI component â
VPARS, VTAPE, etc)

VSSI Common,

XCONFIG (new, and the eventual default) bottles up all IMBEDs for a given
group (i.e., a given Load Set) in a single file (VSSI XCONFIG). VSSI CONFIG

VSCOPY
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will now have another level of indirection, e.g.:
. Normal VSSI non-IMBED statements
. ssimem1: IMBED VSSI XCONFIG (points to default CONFIG, generated last
year)
. ssimem2: IMBED VSSI1A XCONFIG (points to Load Set 1A, generated last
month)
. ssimem3: IMBED VSSI1B XCONFIG (points to Load Set 1B, generated last
week)
. ssimem4: IMBED VSSI1C XCONFIG (points to Load Set 1C, generated
today)
This approach will make it possible to:
. allow users to maintain different configuration options for different SSI
members, on the same CP PARM disk
. protect other SSI members from any errors introduced by recent VSSI code
updates
TRAce|TRCe

Verbose execution.

SIMulate

Simulate copies without actually doing anything.

Notes:
Usage Notes
1. As VSSI updates are applied to the system, the VSPTF exec builds a simple tracking database (VSSI UDB) to maintain PTF status. This
database is used by VSCOPY (with the NUC action) to determine if the CP NUC needs to be copied to the target CP PARM disk. This approach
avoids excessive copies, and simplifies System Administrator management.

VSCPBLS
The VSCPBLS exec creates the CP nucleus loadlist. It will scan HCPMDLAT as well as the VSSI private MDLAT. Once VSSI products are installed, this
exec must be used to recreate the CPLOAD list. Assembling HCPLDL will not pick up the VSSI modules.
VSCPBLS

loadlist ( options

loadlist

Specifies the name to be given to the loadlist the default is CPLOAD.

options

Is either 'CP' or 'ALL'. Default is ALL to include private MDLATs.

VSCPMAC
The VSCPMAC exec lists all IBM updates against the specified IBM MACLIB. It is used to determine if IBM updates conflict with VSSI updates against
members of the specified MACLIB.
VSCPMAC

mac_fn ( options

mac_fn
options

Specifies the name of the IBM MACLIB whose updates are to be listed.
Specifies one of the following options:
Option
TRace

Usage
Verbose execution.

VSCPSRC
The VSCPSRC exec creates an HCP source file with all IBM updates applied, but with no VSSI updates applied. The generated VMARC file (fn
HCPARC) contains the source object and the UPDATE logs, if applicable. This file is used by VSSI personnel to create a reworked PTF which resolves the
IBM-VSSI PTF conflict against the HCP source file (see Notes below).
VSCPSRC fn ( options

fn
options

VSCPBLS

Specifies the file of the HCP source object whose source is to be generated. The filename must begin with the characters HCP.
Specifies one of the following processing options:
Option

Usage

NOARC

Create source file fn HCPSRC,
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not VMARC file fn HCPARC.
NOAUX

Bypass AUX file save/restore
(VSSI internal use only)

Notes:
From time to time, IBM may:
. Resequence a module altered by a VSSI hook
. Introduce PTF(s) whose sequence numbers overlap VSSI hooks
Either of these actions will cause a conflict at UPDATE time between the IBM-modified source object, and VSSI PTF hooks against those same
objects.
The following procedure can be used to resolve this issue:
1. Run the VSCPSRC EXEC against the HCP source object. The resultant output file will be fn HCPARC on your A-disk.
2. FTP the above file to VSSI; e.g.
. ftp ftp.vsoftsys.com
. userid: VSSIDUMP
. password: VSS$DUMP
. bin
. put fn.HCPARC
. exit
3. VSSI will use the received fn HCPARC file to rework the applicable PTF. When done, you will receive notification of the reworked PTF,
which should be download and installed from the VSSI Web site. You will also receive instructions on any changes required to be made to the
VSSI HCPMODS file.
4. Once the changes have been applied, the changes will be picked up on the next invocation of VSSIPREP and subsequent module assemblies
(i.e., via VSASMALL or VSUASM).

VSCPX
The VSCPX EXEC dynamically loads or unloads VSSI modules in a z/VM 6.x CPXLOAD environment.
VSCPX < action cid cpdfm ldsspec > ( options

VSCPSRC
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action

is the action to be performed, as follows:
Action

Usage

ENable

Load VSSI modules and enable VSSI CP exits and commands.

DISAble

Disable VSSI CP exits and commands, then unload the VSSI modules.

Show

Display the current Load Set entries, then exit. If this parameter is entered or defaulted, the E
interactive mode, and will prompt the user for any required ENABLE, DISABLE, or SHOW par
the prompts are complete, and if the requested action was ENABLE or DISABLE, the EXEC w
with the user-supplied parameters.

(Default)

cid

specifies the component or alias ID of the VSSI product to be enabled processed, as follows:
Component
ID

Alias ID

Usage

VS

VSSI

VSSI Common Code (required for all other components)

VD

VDISK

ShadowDisk/Z component

VP

VPARS

VPARS component

VT

VTAPE

VTAPE component

ALL

N/A

All of the above (i.e., all components installed on your site)

(Default)

cpdfm

VSCPX

(ignored for DISABLE action)
specifies the 1-character alpha (A-Z) filemode of the CP PARM disk on your local machine
(typically, MAINTvrm, where vrm is the z/VM release level) which corresponds to the CP PARM
disk where SYSTEM CONFIG and VSSI CONFIG reside
(typically, PMAINT CF0 on z/VM releases >= 6.2).
This disk must be accessed at a valid filemode on your local machine prior to invoking this EXEC.
If omitted, or specified as '.' or '*', the filemode is assumed to be the same as the EXEC filemode,
since the VSCOPY exec copies this EXEC to the target CP PARM disk at BUILD time.
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ldsspec

(ENABLE action only; ignored otherwise)
specifies a 2-character alphanumeric ID (A-Z, 0-9) of the Load Set entry that you wish to enable.
VSSI maintains up to 8 collections of CONFIG files and TXTLIBs (i.e., up to 8 Load Sets) on the target
CP PARM disk where SYSTEM and VSSI CONFIG reside. During the system BUILD process
(VSCOPY NUC), the user can specify a Load Set ID, which allows VSCOPY to avoid overlay
of a previous build by generating suffixed files using a different suffix.
If a Load Set ID is specified here, VSCPX will load the identified configuration from the LoadSet table,
instead of using the default configuration. The following values are supported:
Value

Meaning

CURRent

Load the current (i.e., the last-generated) configuration.

(Default)

options

VSCPX

PREVious

Load the previous configuration.

BASE

Load the base un-suffixed configuration if it exists (i.e., VSSI CONFIG files instead of VSSIxx CO

BACKUP

Load the backup Load Set entry (LoadSet ID XX) generated by VSCOPY when the latest current Load Se

cc

Load the specified Load Set entry. Any 2-character alphanumeric ID (other than XX, which is reserv
backup copy) can be specified, assuming it exits in the Load Set table. You can use the SHOW actio
current Load Set table.

is one of the following supported options:
Option

Usage

CPDisk uid vdev

Specifies the disk owner and VDEV of the CP PARM disk where SYSTEM CONFIG and VSSI CON
default is PMAINT CF0.

NOPRompt

Don't prompt for confirmation in non-interactive (i.e., an action other than SHOW) mode.

SIMulate

Simulate ENABLE or DISABLE actions, but don't actually do anything.

TRAce

Verbose execution.
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Usage Notes
1. Current use of VSCPX DISABLE will VDCLOSE/VPCLOSE all active VDISK and VPARS users before withdrawing VSSI code from the
system. The DISABLE action will prompt you if any active ShadowDisk/Z and/or VPARS users are detected; any active VDISK/VPARS users
will subsequently be force-closed prior to proceeding with the DISABLE action. Future releases will remove this limitation by suspending
the current users, then resuming them when a subsequent ENABLE is issued, thus avoiding downtime and an IPL. This suspend/resume feature
is not yet available.
2. In the event of an error with newly-applied VSSI service, you can perform the following actions to reload the VSSI code (i.e., the previous
Load Set) generated by the last known good VSCOPY build:
. VSCPX DISABLE ALL (disables the current running CONFIG)
. Link/access PMAINT CF0 at filemode fm (any filemode is OK, as long as it precedes the VSSI Install disk filemode if the Install
disk is in the CMS search order)
. VSCPX ENABLE PREV fm (reload the previous configuration), -or. VSCPX ENABLE BKUP fm (reload the backup (XX) configuration).
3. To enter interactive mode, issue VSCPX with no parameters.
4. If the erroneous service was applied against VSSI CP stub modules (RVSSTc, RVSGTc), VSCPX cannot be used to reload previous service;
you must copy CPLOLD NUC to CPLOAD NUC, then re-IPL the machine.
5. This EXEC will not function on z/VM systems < 6.2.0.

VSEXTRAC
The VSEXTRAC exec will split a file that was built by the VSAPPEND exec into the original appended files with the correct file attributes.
VSEXTRACT

ifile

ifile

fmode

is the file specification of the file to be extracted (fname ftype fmode).

fmode is the file mode of the disk to receive the extracted files.
Usage Notes
1. If the extracted file exists on the receiving disk, it will be replaced.

VSFMTARC
The VSFMTARC exec is used to reformat VMARC files to Fixed80 format. Typically, non-mainframe servers (such as the VSSI secure FTP server at
ftp2.vsoftsys.com) are stream-oriented, not record-oriented, and any downloaded VMARC files will be received in variable record format. Several versions
of VMARC do not understand the resultant file; the VSFMTARC exec converts the file to a format that VMARC understands.
fn ft fm ( options

VSFMTARC

fn ft fm
options

is the file specification of the input VMARC file (ft defaults to VMARC, fm defaults to '*')
Specifies one of the following processing options:
Option

Usage

RECLEN nn

Reformat record length to nn bytes (default: 80)

SUPpress

Suppress informational messages (error messages are not suppressed)

FORce|FRce

Force reformat even if file is already formatted. Normally, reformat is bypassed if the VMARC file is
already in Fixednn format.

VSGENEXC
The VSGENEXC EXEC will build an updated VSSLTAPE exec.
VSGENEXC

Usage Notes
1. This command updates the VSSLTAPE exec using EXECUPDT, and copies the updated exec to the VSSI install disk.

VSGENMSG
The VSGENMSG EXEC will generate the VSSI CMS message repository (VSSUME) text file.
VSGENMSG

repos

VSEXTRAC

cntrl

( UPDLIST
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repos

is the filename of the CMS message repository to be updated and generated. The default is VSSUME.

cntrl

is the filename of the CNTRL file to be used for updates. The default is the CNTRL file in the VSSI PPF.

UPDLIST

will cause the names of the update files applied to the repository to be listed on the terminal.

VSHASM
The VSHASM EXEC will assemble VSSI CP modules. The EXEC can assemble the CP modules for all products installed, the CP module for a single
product, or a single CP module. This exec is normally invoked by the VSSIASM exec.
VSHASM

< product >

< options >

product

is the name of a VSSI product (VPARS or VTAPE) or the name of a single VSSI CP module to be assembled, such as RVPCCW. The default is
to assemble all modules for all installed products.

options

are optional parameters to be passed to VMFHASM.

VSHREP
The VSHREP exec manages IBM-VSSI PTF conflicts against HCP source objects. It is an inner EXEC invoked via the VSSIPREP EXEC, and should only
be invoked via the command line at the direction of VSSI personnel. This EXEC depends on the presence of the VSSI HCPMODS file (shipped via PTF
VS550019 for package version 5502, and incorporated in builds 5504 and higher). For more information, please refer to the notes in the VSCPSRC EXEC.
VSHREP fn ( options

fn
options

Specifies the filename of the HCP source object whose VSSI hooks are to be processed. The filename must begin with the characters HCP.
Specifies one of the following processing options (used only by VSSI personnel):
Option

Usage

UNDO

Reverts a previous VSHREP action.

TRAce

Issue TRACE messages to the console during processing.

SIMulate

Don't actually rename PTF files; just pretend.

VSINSTAL
The VSINSTAL exec installs VSSI packages. This exec is typically called via the VSPKG exec.
VSINSTAL fn ft fm tgtfm ( options

fn
ft
fm
tgtfm
options

Specifies the filename of the downloaded VSSI product package. Package filenames are in ZVMnnn format, where nnn is the target z/VM
release (e.g., 620 for z/VM 6.2.0).
Specifies the filetype of the downloaded VSSI product package. Package filetypes are in ppvvvv format, where pp is the product type (VPVT for
VPARS, VD for ShadowDisk/Z, VT for VTAPE, etc), and vvvv is the VSSI build number (e.g., 5512 for Version 55, Build 12).
Specifies the filemode of the package file (default: *)
Specifies the filemode of the target Install disk or SFS directory.
Specifies the following processing options:
Option

Usage

Loadonly|LDonly

Load the target Install disk, then stop. This allows you to inspect the package files 'as they were'.

NOAsm

Don't invoke source file compiles.

NOPPF

Don't prompt the caller to view/edit the generated $PPF files prior to first use by VSINSTAL.

PUrge|PRg

Purge VSSI source listings from the reader queue prior to assemblies.

TRAce|TRCe

Verbose execution. Useful for sending error logs back to VSSI.

VSLIC
The VSLIC exec installs the VSSI LICENSE file from a previously downloaded VMARC file. The exec uses the VSI_DISK statement in VSSI CONFIG
on the VSSI Install disk to determine the owner ID and virtual address of the VSSI PARM disk, then expands the license file to that disk.
If the VSSI PARM disk is currently CPACCESSed, this exec issues a CPREL command prior to accessing the PARM disk, then links and accesses the disk
in your virtual machine. After the license file is copied, the exec:
. detaches the disk
. issues CPACCESS to make the disk available to CP

VSGENMSG
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. issues the VTINIT (for VTAPE-only customers), VDINIT (for ShadowDisk/Z-only customers), or VPINIT (for VPARS/VTAPE customers) command.
These commands will force a reload of the license file from the VSSI PARM disk to the in-memory structures used by VSSI code.
Therefore, this exec requires class A privilege authority in order to run in this case.
VSLIC fn ft fm ( options

fn

Specifies the filename of the downloaded VSSI license file. Typically, license filenames are in pnnnn format, where p is the license product type
(P for VPARS, T for VTAPE, D for VDISK, etc), and nnnn is the same as characters 3-6 of your assigned VSSI user ID. For example, license
file P1234.VMARC applies to VPARS customer VP123401.

ft
fm
options

Specifies the license file filetype (default: VMARC).
Specifies the license file filemode (default: *)
Specifies one of the following processing options:
Option

Usage

SIMulate

Access and release the VsSI PARM disk, but don't actually copy anything.

TRAce|TRCe

Verbose execution.

VSLSHOW
The VSLSHOW exec displays the contents of the currently-installed VSSI license (i.e., the license file installed via VSLIC above).
VSLSHOW (no parameters)
This command lists:
.
The account name and number assigned by VSSI to this installation
.
The licensed products installed at the site, as follows:
.
The product name (VPARS, VTAPE, or VDISK)
.
The product license type (Trial, 1MACH, 2MACH, 3MACH, or SITE)
.
The product expiration date (yyyy-mm-dd. or Expired)

VSMACXF
The VSMACXF exec generates a MACRO-to-Source Cross Reference. This information is useful for those shops that modify VSSI MACRO and/or COPY
files (via USERMODs), because the generated XREF files contain the dependent source file names (i.e., the source files which need to be re-assembled if the
specified MACRO or COPY files are changed).

VSMACXF fn ft | ALL ( options

fn ft

Specifies the MACRO or COPY filename and filemode (e.g., VSCKVMD MACRO, VPTCCTBK COPY) whose source references are to be
checked.
Specifies that all VSSI MACRO or COPY references are to be checked.
Specifies the following processing options:

ALL
options

Option
NOCP
SUPpress
STack

Usage
Exclude CP source files.
Suppress informational messages.
Don't generate report files; return references on the stack, one line per reference, as follows:

TRAce|TRCe

srcfn srcft srcfm macfn macft
Verbose execution.

VSPKG
The VSPKG exec gathers the information required to complete a VSSI product install. This exec performs the following actions:
1. Prompts the user for the parameters required by the Install process, and uses those responses to build a response file (VSPKG RESPFILE) on
your A-disk.
2. Extracts the VSINSTAL exec from a copy of VSTOOLS VMARC previously downloaded to your A-disk.
3. Invokes the extracted VSINSTAL exec with the package fileid and the target Install disk filemode. VSINSTAL uses these parameters and the
response file contents to drive the actual install process.
The exec prompts for the following information specific to your site:
1. VSSI Install disk identification (owner and virtual device address for an MDISK, or filepool:topdir for an SFS directory). You can specify an
existing VSSI Install disk/SFSdir, or a fresh disk/SFSdir. If the package is to be installed on top of an existing install (e.g., installing
ShadowDisk/Z on top of an existing VPARS/VTAPE install), the appropriate configuration files are merged during VSINSTAL execution.
2. VSSI PARM disk owner, virtual address, and CPACCESS filemode
3. Top-level $PPF filename. This filename represents the $PPF that you use to install the product (typically, VSZVMnn, where nn is the target
z/VM release).
4. Base PPF filename. This filename represents the PPF that you used to install z/VM or other z/VM-based products (CA, VMTAPE, etc) prior to
installation of any VSSI products (typically, ZVM).
5. VSSI message date format and date delimiter character. These responses are used to format VSSI date fields in run-time messages.
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6. VMDBK USER field identification (VMDUSER1-8) of the field to be used exclusively by VSSI code to store the address of the user database
anchors for VPARS and/or ShadowDisk/Z usage.
7. VSSI product filenames for the main DEFAULTS file associated with the product to be installed.
If a previous response file is available (e.g., from a previous install), the user is given the opportunity to use those responses and thus reduce the number of
required prompts.
VSPKG fn ft fm ( options

fn

Specifies the filename of the downloaded VSSI product package. Package filenames are in ZVMnnn format, where nnn is the target z/VM
release (e.g., 620 for z/VM 6.2.0).
Specifies the filetype of the downloaded VSSI product package. Package filetypes are in ppvvvv format, where pp is the product type (VPVT for
VPARS/VTAPE, VD for ShadowDisk/Z, VT for VTAPE-only, etc), and vvvv is the VSSI build number (e.g., 5512 for Version 55, Build
12).VSPTF
Specifies the package file filemode (default: *)
Specifies any options to be passed to the VSINSTAL exec:

ft
fm
options

Option
Loadonly|LDonly
NOAsm
NOPPF
PUrge|PRg
TRAce|TRCe
NOPull

Usage
Load the target Install disk, then stop. This allows you to inspect the package files 'as they were'.
Don't invoke source file compiles.
Don't prompt the caller to view/edit the generated $PPF files prior to first use by VSINSTAL.
Purge VSSI source listings from the reader queue prior to assemblies.
Verbose execution. Useful for sending error logs back to VSSI.
Don't extract the Install EXECs from the VSTOOLS VMARC on your A-disk; use the existing A-disk version. This
option is for VSSI Lab usage only, and should not be specified by customers unless requested by VSSI.

VSPTF
The VSPTF EXEC installs VSSI PTF files downloaded from the VSSI FTP site (ftp.vsoftsys.com).
VSPTF

<ID1 ID2 ... IDn> ( < options >

ID1 ID2 â ¦ IDn

Specifies from 1 to 8 identifiers of the PTFs to be applied. Each identifier is specified in one of the following formats:
ID Format
n
n1-n2
Vcvv0nnn

Usage
A numeric value from 1 to 999 which represents the PTF group of the PTFs to be applied. For ex
and VT550066.
A numeric ID range which represents the PTFs to be applied. For example 66-68 = all 550066 P
A specific PTF to be applied, where:
. c is the product identifier (S, P, T, or V)
. vv is the product version (e.g., 55 for Version 55)
. nnn is the PTF number (1-999)

(none)
options

(e.g., VS550066)
All accessed PTF VMARC files will be evaluated for APPLY eligibility.

Is one of the following processing options:
Option

Usage

FORce|FRCe

Force PTF application even if already applied.
This option is ignored if no IDs were specified (i.e., mass-apply)

NOAsm

Bypass PTF assemblies (VSSI Lab use only)

NOCall

Bypass PRE- and POST-apply exec calls (VSSI Lab use only).

SHow

Show all PTFs selected for APPLY, then exit without applying them.

TRace|TRCe

Verbose execution.

DEBug|DBG

Very verbose execution (VSSI Lab use only).

Usage Notes
1. VSPTF handles VMARC files only. If you expand the VMARC to your VSSI Install disk, the expanded UPDATE file is ignored.
2. If an update fails due to missing dependencies, you will need to download the dependent PTF(s) from the VSSI FTP site prior to re-attempting
the install of the current PTF update.
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VSPTFCUM
The VSPTFCUM EXEC installs (mass-applies) one or more VSSI PTFCUM files downloaded from the VSSI FTP site (ftp.vsoftsys.com). A PTFCUM file
contains one or more PTF updates for the specified base system. For example, VPVT5518 PTFCUM contains all updates since the creation of the base
package ZVMvvv VPVT5518. Each PTFCUM corresponds to the product component build level in your shop that you want to update; e.g.:
PTFCUM Filename

Corresponding Target Build

VPVTvvnn

VPARS/VTAPE, Build Level vvnn

VDvvnn

ShadowDisk/Z, Build Level vvnn

VTvvnn

VTAPE-only, Build Level vvnn

PTFCUM files provide a rapid way to update a specific base level of the system with all outstanding public PTFs for that base. For example, if you are
running VSSI VPARS at Build Level 5514, you can apply all updates against this level, as follows:
. Download VPVT5514 PTFCUM from the VSSI FTP site, to your A-disk.
. vsptfcum 5514
You can apply successive PTFCUM files in order to come up to current support levels. For example, if you are running Build Level 5514, and you wish to
upgrade to Build Level 5518, you can do as follows:
. Download VPVT5514, VPVT5516, and VPVT5518 PTFCUM files from the VSSI FTP site, to your A-disk.
. vsptfcum 5514 (updates the system to all current PTFs against Build 5514)
. vsptfcum 5516 (updates the system to all current PTFs against Build 5516)
. vsptfcum 5518 (updates the system to all current PTFs against Build 5518)
After rebuilding and rebooting the system, a subsequent vsquery vslevel command will show Build Level 5518 in the above scenario (i.e., you will be at
base VSSI Build Level 5518, with any current outstanding PTFs against 5518 applied).
VSPTFCUM

cumid ( < options >

cumid

Specifies the filename of the downloaded PTFCUM file(s) to be applied, in one of the following formats:

options

Format
nnnn

Usage
The 4-digit numeric build number (e.g., 5518).

ccnnnn

All accessed PTFCUM files with the matching filename suffix are evaluated for PTF application. This n
valid).
A specific PTFCUM file (e.g., VPVT5518), where cc is the PTFCUM filename prefix (VPVT for VPA
or VT for VTAPE-only updates), and nnnn is the 4-digit build number suffix as show above.

Specifies the following processing options:
Option

Usage

RANGE n1-n2

Allows the user to limit the number of updates applied from the current PTFCUM by update range, as

[n1 n2 n3-n4]

n1 applies update 550[n1] only
n1 n2 applies update 550[n1] and update 550[n2]
n1-n2 applies updates 550[n1] through 550[n2]

If this keyword is specified along with other options, it must be the last keyword on the command line
Other

Any other options supported via the VSPTF exec.

Usage Notes
1. If multiple PTFCUM files for different Build levels are to be applied (e.g., 5514 to 5516, then 5516 to 5518), they must be applied in Build Level
sequence. For example, application of 5514, then 5516, and finally 5518 is correct; any other sequence will result in APPLY errors.
2. If multiple products are installed at your site (e.g., ShadowDisk/Z and VTAPE), you should download and apply the PTFCUM files for all
products (e.g., VD5518 PTFCUM and VT5518 PTFCUM). VPARS users require only VPVTnnnn PTFCUM files (not VTnnnn PTFCUM),
since VTAPE is automatically included with VPARS.
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VSPTFDEL
The VSPTFDEL EXEC uninstalls VSSI updates. It is used when you wish to pull a recent update in the event of error, or at the direction of VSSI Support
personnel.
<ptfid> <objfn> ( < options >

VSPTFDEL

ptfid

is the 1- to 3-digit PTF ID of the PTF to be removed (e.g., 45 removes VS|VD|VP|VT|550045).

objfn

is the filetname of the source object to be processed. If omitted, all affected source objects modified by the PTF will be processed. This parameter sho
VSSI Support personnel.

options

Specifies one of the following processing options:
Option
KEEP
NOAsm
SIMulate
SUPpress

Usage
Remove PTF entries from AUX files, but keep the underlying PTF file
Don't invoke assemblies even if source objects were regressed
Simulate PTF removal without actually removing anything
Suppress informational messages

Usage Notes
1. VSPTFDEL should only be used for recently-applied updates. Unpredictable results may occur if an update other than the last applied update set
is removed.

VSPTFLST
The VSPTFLST EXEC generates report files indicating which PTFs are applied on the system. The reports are useful for VSSI Problem Diagnosis. The
report file is name VSPTFLST LOG, and is generated on your A-disk.
VSPTFLST (no parameters)

VSPTFREQ
The VSPTFREQ EXEC lists PREREQ/COREQ requirements for the specified PTF.
VSPTFREQ <ID> ( < options >

ID
options

Specifies the numeric ID (1-999) of the PTF whose PREREQ and COREQ requirements are to be listed.
Is one of the following processing options:
Option
ALL

Usage
List all PREREQs and COREQs even if already applied. Without this option, only PTFs that
are listed.

Usage Notes
1. VSPTFREQ support was introduced via PTF VS550070 and VSTOOLS Build 259 (2013-07-08).
2. The VSSI build process appends a PTFREQ file on each VMARC PTF generated for a product update. Any accessed VMARC PTF with a PTF
ID greater than or equal to the requested PTF ID is used to extract the PTFREQ file used by VSPTFREQ. If no applicable VMARC PTF file is
found, VSPTFREQ issues an error message and exits.

VSSASM
The VSSASM EXEC will assemble and build module files for the CMS programs of the products that are being installed. It can also be used to assemble and
build a single module, or all modules that include a CMS text file. This exec is normally invoked by the VSSIASM exec.
VSSASM

< vsprod | textfile >

asmopts

( loadopts

vsprod

is the name of a VSSI product (VPARS or VTAPE) for which all CMS modules should be assembled and built. The default is to assemble all
textfiles for all installed products.

textfile

is the name of a single file which should be assembled. All modules that include the requested textfile will be built.

asmopts

are optional parameters to be passed to VMFASM or VMFHASM , with one exception. The option 'OUTMode m' will store the resulting text
file(s) and module(s) on the Mdisk accessed as file mode m, overriding the PPF definition for the install disk.

loadopts are options to be passed to the CMS loader.
Usage Notes
1. If no parameters are entered, all textfiles for all installed products will be assembled, and all product modules will be built.
2. The assembler to be used, VMFASM, VMFHASM or VMFHLASM, will be taken from the value after the :VSASM tag in the VSSINSTL
DEFAULTS file.
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3. The CMS modules are built using RMODE ANY for 31-bit addressing and are relocatable. The VSSASM exec temporarily sets the LOADAREA
to RESPECT while building the modules. If you halt execution of the VSSASM exec, LOADAREA may still be set to RESPECT.

VSSETUP
The VSSETUP EXEC will execute the VMFSETUP exec using the VSSI PPF file, to access the disks for the installation.
VSSETUP

vsprod

comp

( NOPPF NOCHK vmfopts

vsprod

is the name of a PPF to be used for the execution of VMFSETUP. The default is the name on the :VSPROD tag in the VSSINSTL
DEFAULTS file.

comp

is the name of a component to be used for the execution of VMFSETUP. The default is the component specified on the :DEFCOMP tag in the
VSSINSTL DEFAULTS file.

NOPPF

requests that the VMFPPF exec should not be executed to build a compiled VSSI PPF. The default is to build a new PPF.

NOCHK

requests that the VDEV specified in the VSSI $PPF should not be checked against the VDEV the VSSINSTL DEFAULTS file is on when a
compiled PPF is built. The default is to verify the install disk VDEV.

vmfopts

is options to be passed to the VMFSETUP exec such as RETAIN mode to retain an accessed disk during setup.

VSSIASM
The VSSIASM EXEC will assemble CP, CMS, or updated IBM assemble files.
VSSIASM

option

< vsprod | module >

asmopts

option

is CP, CMS, or IBM, to assemble CP, CMS, or updated IBM assembler file(s).

vsprod

is the name of a product (VPARS or VTAPE) for which all CP, CMS, or updated IBM assembler files should be assembled.

module

is the name of a single module which should be assembled.

asmopts are optional parameters to be passed to VMFASM or VMFHASM.
Usage Notes
1. If only CP, CMS, or IBM is entered, all modules of that type for all installed products will be assembled. The IBM modules which have VSSI
updates are determined from the presence of auxfiles.
2. The assembler to be used, VMFASM or VMFHASM, will be taken from the value after the :VSASM keyword in the VSSINSTL DEFAULTS
file.
3. The VSSIASM exec will start console spooling if it is not started. Prior to calling the requested assemble exec the console spool file is closed and
the console is spooled NOTERM. As each module is assembled, its name is displayed on the terminal. If any errors occur during the update or
assembly, the error return code is displayed. When all files are assembled, the console is spooled TERM and the console spool file is closed. If
there were any errors during the assemblies, this console file can be reviewed to evaluate and correct the error.
4. The VSSI assemble execs use the IBM VMFHASM exec to do the update and assembly of each module. VMFHASM sets EMSG OFF during the
update and assembly. If you halt execution during the assembly process, you should 'SPOOL CONSOLE TERM' and 'SET EMSG ON'.

VSSIDIAG
The VSSIDIAG exec is a VSSI Support tool. If you wish to report a problem to VSSI, this exec can be used to gather relevant information from the running
system. The collected information is used to build a VMARC file for subsequent transmittal to VSSI Support.
The following items are collected:
. The VSSI package build level
. The CP build level
. PTF information from the latest VSSI build
. A file list of the VSSI Install disk
. Any additional files that the user wishes to add (e.g., DUMP files, console logs, etc.)
VSSIDIAG

Usage Notes
1. The user will be prompted for environmental information at execution time.
2. The generated VMARC file can be transmitted to VSSI Support as follows:
. ftp ftp.vsoftsys.com
, user name: vssidump
. password: vss$dump
. bin
. put fn ft (i.e., the output file created via VSSIDIAG above)
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. quit

VSSIPREP
The VSSIPREP exec does the initial preparation for the installation of VPARS and/or VTAPE.
VSSIPREP

Usage Notes
3. VSSIPREP executes the VSBLDCTL, VSBLDAUX, VSBLDEXC, VSGENMSG, VSBLDMAC execs and for VM/ESA 2.0 and above, the
VSBLDVVT exec.
4. The VSSETUP or VMFSETUP exec must be run, to access the disks for the install, before the VSSIPREP exec is run.

VSUASM
The VSUASM EXEC will assemble CP assemble files that are updated by VPARS or VTAPE. This exec is normally invoked by the VSSIASM exec.
VSUASM

< vsprod | module >

asmopts

vsprod

is the name of a VSSI product (VPARS or VTAPE) for which all updated IBM CP modules should be assembled. The default is to assemble all
updated IBM CP modules for all installed products.

module

is the name of a single module which should be assembled.

asmopts are optional parameters to be passed to VMFASM or VMFHASM.
Usage Notes
1. If no parameters are entered, all updated IBM modules for all installed VSSI products will be assembled. The IBM modules which have VSSI
updates are determined from the presence of auxfiles.
2. The assembler to be used, VMFASM, VMFHASM or VMFHLASM will be taken from the value after the :VSASM keyword in the VSSINSTL
DEFAULTS file.

VSUPDT
The VSUPDT exec will XEDIT a CP or CMS assemble, macro, or copy file in update mode. The VSSI CP or CMS control file controls the application of
updates. See the usage notes for an explanation of the parameter parsing for this exec.
VSUPDT

fname < ftype >

< fmode >

< sid >

< until >

( vsprod comp

fname

is the name of the file to update.

ftype

is the filetype of the file to update.

fmode

is the filemode of the file to update.

sid

is the sidcode identifier to be used for the update. XEDIT will place the sidcode in columns 64-71 of the update.

until

is an optional "until" update identifier. All updates through the "until" update are applied; updates listed in the auxfile after the "until" update are
not applied.

vsprod

The VSSI product name (VSESA40, etc.). This is used as the name of the $PPF override file in which to look for the component.

comp

The component name (CP, CMS). The vsprod and comp are used to determine the name of the control file to control the application of updates to
the base file.
Usage Notes
1. VSUPDT is a convenient tool to allow you to look at VSSI or IBM assembler source files, in XEDIT, with updates included. If you make
changes to a file while in XEDIT, they will be saved in an update file. You do not need to use the VSUPDT exec for normal installation activities.
2. The parameters are partly positional and partly keyword-based. If the second parameter is not a recognized filetype, it is taken as a sidcode, and
the filetype is determined by searching for a file with the given name and an updatable filetype (ASSEMBLE, COPY, XEDIT, EXEC, etc.). If the
third parameter is one or two characters, it is taken as a filemode; if it is three or more characters, it is taken as an "until" identifier. The filemode
cannot be specified without the filetype. Most of the parameters can be omitted in the majority of cases, and the exec will determine what is
intended.
3. You can use VSBLDCTL with the TEST option to create control files with an UPDTEST entry. VSUPDT will then use UPDTEST as the
identifier for any new update applied to a module.

VS1MAC
The VS1MAC EXEC will update a macro or copy file, and add it to or replace it in a maclib.
VS1MAC

< fname

< maclib

< cntrl > > >

fname

is the file name of a macro or copy file.

maclib

is the name of a macro library to be updated. It defaults to the macro named on the :VSMACLIB entry in the VSSINSTL DEFAULTS file.

cntrl

is the optional name of a control file to be used for the update. It defaults to the control file named in the VSSI $PPF file for the default
component.
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VSSI Manuals
The VSSI manuals were created by IBM DCF/Script, using the PostScript1 option 'DEVICE(PSA)', and the output files were then converted to PDF format
using Adobe Acrobat. They are formatted to be printed two sided but can also be printed on a single sided printer

Manuals on-line
The VSSI documentation is available on-line, in two formats:
• HTML format suitable for browser viewing.
• PDF format, suitable for downloading and subsequent printing using the free ACROBAT READER program from Adobe Systems, Inc.
To access the on-line documentation, point your browser to http://www.vsoftsys.com/doc/vssidoc.htm
The documentation is also included with the distribution files in two formats:
• LISTING files formatted for a 1403 or 3211-type line printer. (The listing files can also be printed on a 3800 printer)
• PDF files. These files must be downloaded to a PC and can then be viewed or printed, using the free ACROBAT READER from Adobe Systems,
Inc.
Footnotes:
1

PostScript and Adobe are registered trademarks of Adobe Systems, Inc.
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MVS Guest Support
MVS UIMs (Unit Information Modules)
To fully utilize VTAPE with MVS guests and have coexistence of real and virtual drives, it is necessary that virtual tape drives allocation be unique. If this is
not done, a virtual tape mount could be requested on a real tape drive and a real tape mount could be requested on a virtual tape drive.
VSSI supplies UIMs for MVSCP (MVS Configuration Program) and MVS/HCD (MVS Hardware Configuration Definition). These UIMs provide unique
esoteric device names for virtual tape drives to make them allocation and catalog unique. The device class and type bytes in the UCBTYP field are the same
as the corresponding real devices. A bit is set in the UCBTYP field option byte to make virtual drives allocation and catalog unique. The following esoteric
device names and their corresponding virtual tape define types supported are:
• Esoteric Define Description
• 342V V3420 3420 Model 8 dual density
• 348V V3480 3480 without IDRC
• 348X V3480 3480 with IDRC support
• 349V V3490 3490 with IDRC support
The type of tape drive used does not affect the recording of data in the tape library. A tape written on any drive type can be read by any other drive type. The
different drive types do provide different responses and support different functions. The 3480/3490 load display function, used with autolib mode, will cause
tapes to be automatically mounted on MVS virtual tape drives.
The files to install the MVSCP and HCD UIMs are loaded to the VSSI local disk during installation. The files for MVSCP are:
• CBPUC005 ASSEMBLE
• CBPUC005 ASMJCL
• CBPUC005 LINKJCL
The files for HCD are:
• CBDUC005 ASSEMBLE
• CBDUC005 ASMJCL
• CBDUC005 LINKJCL
• CBDEC005 ASSEMBLE
• CBDEC005 ASMJCL
• CBDEC005 LINKJCL
To install the UIMs, you must send these files to your MVS system. The SYSLMOD statement in the link edit JCL is set to a temporary dataset. A
SYSLMOD statement with the correct system library DSNAME is in the link edit JCL as a comment. After the UIMs have been assembled and link edited,
an I/O generation is required for MVSCP, for HCD the virtual tape drives can be defined using the HCD panels.

MVS Utilities
VSSI provides an MVS program and CMS exec that can be used to uncatalog virtual tapes that are about to be scratched, because they have reached their
expiration date. The MVS program is VTUNCTLG and the CMS exec is VTUNCAT. The files for the MVS program are:
• VTUNCTLG ASSEMBLE
• VTUNCTLG ASMJCL
• VTUNCTLG LINKJCL
Daily, after the VTRPTS exec is run, the VTUNCAT exec can be run to build an MVS uncatalog job. The VTUNCAT exec reads the scratch file created by
VTRPT1 and verifies that the scratch file is current and matches the tapes in the library. The exec then builds an MVS job to execute the VTUNCTLG
program. The VTUNCTLG program uses CAMLST to retrieve the catalog entry for each tape to be scratched. If the dataset is cataloged to the tape about to
be scratched, CAMLST is used to uncatalog the dataset. The uncatalog job must be run after the daily scratch file is created and before the VTSCR1 exec is
run to scratch the tapes. If VTSCR1 is run before the uncatalog job, a job could be started that requests the tape after it has been scratched.
[Top of Page |Next Page |Previous Page ]
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Installation Tasks
The VSSI product installation process has been enhanced as follows:
1. The VSPKG exec (new with packages >= 5512) prompts the user for installation-specific parameters. Once this information has been gathered, a
response file (VSPKG RESPFILE) is built on your A-disk. The response file is used to drive the actual installation. After successful installation,
the response file is written to the VSSI Install disk. This approach eliminates manual configuration file editing, allows for an easier and more
automated install, and preserves the responses for the next package install (i.e., from 5520 to 5522).
2. VSSI packages can be installed cumulatively. For example, an existing VPARS or VTAPE customer can install the ShadowDisk/Z product on top
of an existing install; VSPKG merges the relevant configuration files during the install process. The result is that new products can be added
without the need for a separate Install disk hierarchy, and without disrupting the existing VSSI product code base. In order to use the new
product, the customer will need to obtain an updated license key from VSSI; all currently-installed products continue to work with the current
product key.
3. VSSI products can be installed to multiple VSSI Install disks. Each Install disk represents a complete build environment, and can be maintained
separately if needed. Again, the intent is to allow users to test VSSI products and modifications without disruption to current user activity.
4. Product contents can be moved (not merged) from one Install disk to another. The section entitled Moving an Existing Install to Another Install
Disk shows you how to do this.
This section covers the following topics:
. Site Planning Tasks
. Product Installation Tasks
. Product Post-Installation Tasks
. Moving an Existing Install to Another Install Disk

Site Planning Tasks
This section covers the following topics:
. z/VM System Update Level Requirements
. Product Disk Space Requirements
. VSSI Packages Available for FTP Download
. Product Pre-Installation Tasks
z/VM System Update Level Requirements
The following IBM program products and updates are required prior to VSSI installation:
1. High-Level Assembler Version 1.6 or higher (Version 1.5 mostly works, but is deprecated)
2. z/VM 5.4 users must have PTF VM64843 applied against IBM module HCPDTD. This PTF was shipped with IBM RSU 1101 for z/VM 5.4.
You can check if the required PTF is applied, as follows:
. vmfsetup zvm cp
. filel hcpdtd * *
If you see HCPDTD K64843HP, then you may proceed with VSSI product installation. If not, upgrade your z/VM 5.4 system to at least RSU
1101 before attempting to apply any VSSI products. z/VM releases 6.1 and higher already have the relevant code applied.
3. z/VM 6.2 users should have PTF VM64979 applied against IBM module HCPQVD (i.e., HCPQVD N64979HP). This PTF was shipped with
IBM RSU 1201 for z/VM 6.2. This update is recommended but not required; VSSI products will install whether or not VM64979 is applied.
Product Disk Space Requirements
VSSI products require three (3) categories of disk space:
1. Build disks. These disks are used to build and maintain the VSSI system. These disk are used by the System Administrator to build the VSSI
system; they are not accessed by users at run-time.
2. PARM disks. These disks are accessed by CP at IPL time and by the VSSI CP code at run time. The main PARM disk is the primary CP PARM
disk (i.e., the disk containing the z/VM SYSTEM CONFIG; MAINT CF1 for z/VM < 6.2, PMAINT CF0 for z/VM >= 6.2). The VSSI system
TXTLIB and CONFIG files are copied to this disk as part of the Install process. VSSI code also uses a separate (VSSI-only) PARM disk to hold
the user configuration and license files.
3. Database disks. These disks hold the product databases, and are accessed by the users at run-time. These disk requirements are covered in the
relevant Product Guides, and are not further discussed here.
With the above in mind, VSSI Install disk requirements are as follows:
1. 200 3390 cylinders or equivalent (36,000 4K-blocks or 288,000 512-byte FBA blocks) of disk space per target z/VM system release
(required). If SFS directories will be used to hold the VSSI Install disk contents, ensure that sufficient space exists in the chosen file pool.
2. At least 1 additional spare Install disk of the same size as above (strongly recommended but not required). This disk can be used as a target
disk when installing and testing new VSSI package releases without disrupting your current production installs. This disk can either be an
MDISK or an SFS directory, as in (1.) above.
3. 1 10-cylinder 3390 disk or equivalent (1,800 4K-blocks or 14,400 512-byte FBA blocks) to be used as the VSSI PARM disk (strongly
recommended but not required). This disk holds the VSSI user configuration and license files. Placement of VSSI configuration files on this
disk ensures that VSSI user and IBM system configuration files are kept separate, and eases subsequent maintenance (both for z/VM itself and for
VSSI code). You can also choose to keep VSSI user configuration files on a MAINTvrm PARM disk (e.g., PMAINT CF0, MAINT620 CF1),
although we don't recommend this.
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4. 40 free 3390 cylinders or equivalent (7,200 4K blocks or 57,600 512-byte FBA blocks) available on the A-disk of the user ID (typically,
MAINTvrm, where vrm is the z/VM release) used to install the product(s) (required). This space is used to hold the downloaded package files.
These files can be deleted after successful installation.
VSSI recommends that you create a user directory entry for user VSSMDISK. This user ID serves as the repository for the VSSI disks. For example, the
VSSI Lab environment has a VSSMDISK user directory entry similar to the one shown here:
USER VSSMDISK NOLOG
MDISK A540 3390 01350 00100 VSSI04 RR ALL WPASS MPASS /* z/VM 5.4 testing */
MDISK A610 3390 01450 00100 VSSI04 RR ALL WPASS MPASS /* z/VM 6.1 testing */
MDISK A620 3390 01550 00100 VSSI04 RR ALL WPASS MPASS /* z/VM 6.2 testing */
MDISK A630 3390 01650 00100 VSSI04 RR ALL WPASS MPASS /* z/VM 6.3 testing */
MDISK A888 3390 01750 00100 VSSI04 RR ALL WPASS MPASS /* Spare - Misc. testing */
MDISK ECF3 3390 01850 00010 VSSI04 RR ALL WPASS MPASS /* 1st-level VSSI PARM disk */
MDISK FCF3 3390 01860 00010 VSSI04 RR ALL WPASS MPASS /* 2nd-level VSSI PARM disk */
VSSI Packages Available for FTP Download
All package and update files shipped by VSSI are encoded in VMARC format (similar to ZIPped files).
For new installations, VSSI also offers the latest VMARC package, originally written by John S. Fisher of Troy NY, on our FTP site (ftp.vsoftsys.com, your
VSSI userid and password, youruserid.191, BINARY mode).
Use your VSSI-assigned user ID and password to access the VSSI FTP download site (ftp.vsoftsys.com).
You will need to download the following files to your MAINT (z/VM < 6.2) or MAINTvrm (z/VM >= 6.2) A(191) disk:
File

Disk

Contents

ZVMnnn ppvvvv

191

The applicable product package, in VMARC format, where:
Symbol

Meaning

nnn

is the target z/VM release (e.g., 620 = z/VM 6.2)

pp

Is the package designation (VPVT for VPARS/VTAPE, VD for ShadowDisk/Z-only,
VT for VTAPE-only)

vvvv

Is the Version and Build number. Package build numbers are always even (e.g., 5522 =
Version 55, Build 22).

ppvvvv PTFCUM

193

The latest available cumulative maintenance for package ZVMnnn ppvvvv above. pp and vvvv have the same
meaning as the variables shown above; e.g., for package ZVM630 VPVT5522, you would also download
VPVT5522 PTFCUM.

VSTOOLS VMARC

193

The latest iteration of VSSI BUILD execs, in VMARC format. This package may be more recent than the
version included in the build package itself (depending on when you downloaded the package). The product
installation process requires you to download this VMARC file to your A-disk prior to attempting the install
of the product package.

If you are a new VSSI user, or do not have the VMARC product in your shop, you will also need:
File

Disk

Contents

VMARC HELPCMSP

191

VMARC HELP file, in packed format.

VMARC MODULEP

191

VMARC module, in packed format.

VSFMTARC EXECP

191

VMARC reformat EXEC, in packed format (shipped with packages >= 5512).

pnnnn VMARC

192

VSSI-generated license file specific to your installation, in VMARC format, where p is the license type (P
for VPARS/VTAPE, T for VTAPE-only, D for ShadowDisk/Z-only), and nnnn are characters 3-6 of your
VSSI-assigned user ID (e.g., customer VP123401 corresponds to license file P1234 VMARC)

Note on License File Download:
Existing VPARS and VTAPE users should only download the corresponding Pnnnn or Tnnnn license files, even when installing the ShadowDisk/Z
product; only new ShadowDisk/Z-only customers need to download their corresponding Dnnnn license file.
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Product Pre-Installation Tasks
The steps below assume a target z/VM system at release 6.2 or higher.
1. Logon to MAINTvrm for the target z/VM where the VSSI product(s) will be installed.
2. Ensure that the z/VM PREREQ PTFs are applied to your system as described in z/VM System Update Level Requirements above.
3. Build the VSSMDISK user directory entry and allocate the required MDISKs and/or SFS directories as described in Product Disk
Requirements above.
4. At this point, you are ready to download and install the desired VSSI product package and ancillary files.

Product Installation Tasks
1. Logon to MAINTvrm for the target z/VM where the VSSI product(s) will be installed. In all steps below, the following symbolic virtual device
addresses are used:
. vdev1 corresponds to your target VSSI Install disk (e.g., VSSMDISK A620);
. vdev2 corresponds to your VSSI PARM disk (e.g., VSSMDISK ECF3);
. cpvdev1 corresponds to your CP PARM disk where CPLOAD MODULE resides
(e.g., MAINT CF1 for z/VM < 6.2, MAINTvrm CF1 for z/VM >= 6.2)
. cpvdev2 corresponds to your CP PARM disk where SYSTEM CONFIG resides
(typically PMAINT CF0 if z/VM >= 6.2; otherwise, same as cpvdev1 above)
2. Download the required package files from the VSSI FTP site (ftp.vsoftsys.com, your VSSI-assigned user ID and password, BINARY mode) as
described in Package FTP Requirements above. These files must be downloaded to your A-disk (presumably, on the MAINTvrm userid). A
sample FTP session follows (assuming z/VM FTP client, new VSSI customer P123401, target z/VM system 6.2):
FTP Command

Comments

ftp ftp.vsoftsys.com

VSSI regular FTP site, or use VSSI secure FTP at P1234@ftp2.vsoftsys.com

(userid)

P1234 (already supplied on FTP command line if secure FTP)

(password)

Your VSSI-assigned password

bin

Set BINARY mode (required)

lcd A

Receive all files to my A-disk

cd p123401.191

For secure FTP, cd 191

get zvm620.vpvt5522

Get VPARS/VTAPE Build 5522 for z/VM 6.2.0

get vmarc.helpcmsp

New customer may not have VMARC; get it here (packed format)

get vmarc.modulep

New customer may not have VMARC; get it here (packed format)

get vsfmtarc.execp

New EXEC as of package 5512; pick this up too if new or running < 5512 (packed format)

cd p123401.192

For secure FTP, cd 192

get p1234.vmarc

New customer will not have VSSI license key; get it here

cd p123401.193

For secure FTP, cd 193

get vpvt5522.ptfcum

Get cumulative maintenance for zvm620.vpvt5522

get vstools.vmarc

Latest BUILD execs (required; will be more recent than the EXECs included in the package)

quit

End FTP session

3. For each packed file that you may have downloaded, unpack it to your A-disk, as follows:
. PIPE < VMARC HELPCMSP A | fblock 1024 00 | unpack | > VMARC HELPCMS A
. PIPE < VMARC MODULEP A | fblock 1024 00 | unpack | > VMARC MODULE A
. PIPE < VSFMTARC EXECP A | fblock 1024 00 | unpack | > VSFMTARC EXEC A
4. Reformat the VSTOOLS VMARC file to Fixed80 format so that VMARC can read it correctly:
. VSFMTARC VSTOOLS VMARC A
5. Link to one of your target Install disks (e.g., one of the disks in the VSSMDISK repository):
. LINK VSSMDISK A620 A620 MW mwrite_password
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You can opt to install directly over an existing Install; in this case, backup the disk before proceeding so you can safely
recover in the event of install errors.
6. If you already have an existing VSSI product (e.g., VPARS, VTAPE) installed in your shop, you can install to a new Install
disk and preserve the current Install, as follows:
. Access your current Install disk as H: access current_vdev H
. Format the new disk as G: format vdev1 G
. Copy the current Install to the new disk: copy * * H = = G (rep
. Release the current Install disk: rel H
If you are using SFS directories for the Install disks, the format command is not applicable. Otherwise, the format
command will prompt you for:
. Permission to continue (reply 1);
. The disk label to be written (reply VSvvvv, where vvvv = vdev1 (4 hex digits, leading '0').
7. If you do not have an existing VSSI PARM disk, format the new VSSI PARM disk in the same manner as in Step 6 above
(here, the label is VSvvvv, where vvvv = vdev2, 4 hex digits, leading '0').
Existing installations should use the existing VSSI PARM disk; in this case, do NOT format this disk.
8. Access the SES disks and setup the SES and VSSI environment; e.g.:
. acc 5E5 B
. acc 51D D
. vmfppf 6vmcprnn cp (nn = 20 for 6.2, 30 for z/VM 6.3, etc)
. vmfsetup 6vmcprnn cp
. acc vdev1 G (do not use filemode A as the A-disk is required for work files)
9. Extract the VSPKG EXEC from the downloaded VSTOOLS VMARC file to your A-disk; e.g.:
. VMARC UNPK VSTOOLS VMARC A VSPKG EXEC A (REPL
10. At this point, you are ready to install the downloaded package using the VSPKG exec. If you have not already done so,
please review the VSPKG exec description in the Product Installation Guide before attempting to invoke the EXEC.
11. Run the extracted VSPKG exec against the downloaded package:
. VSPKG ZVM620 VPVT5522 A
This EXEC will:
. Prompt you for installation-specific parameters (e.g., VSSI Install disk owner/VDEV (vdev1 above), VSSI CP PARM
disk owner/VDEV (vdev2 above), etc.);
. Build a response file containing your responses to the above prompts;
. Extract any required INSTALL and BUILD execs to your A-disk;
. Invoke the INSTALL exec(s) using the specified target Install disk;
. If a PTFCUM exists on your A-disk, install the cumulative maintenance;
. Assemble all VSSI modules.
Upon completion, and if no errors occurred during the Install process, you should have the requisite product modules built
on your Install disk. The EXEC also generates a LOG file (VSINSTAL LOG) on your A-disk. This log can be used to
validate the Install. If errors occurred, please email this log file to VSSI Support (support@vsoftsys.com) as an aid to
resolving any issues that you may have encountered.
12. Build the CP NUC (the z/VM â kernelâ , in Linux parlance), as follows:
. VSSETUP
. VSSIPREP
. VSBLDNUC
13. Copy the CP NUC, VSSI TXTLIB and VSSI CONFIG files to the appropriate CP PARM disk using one of the commands
below:
. VSCOPY NUC cpvdev1 (FORCE (if z/VM < 6.2)
. VSCOPY NUC cpvdev1 cpvdev2 (FORCE (if z/VM >= 6.2)
14. If you downloaded a new or fresh license file, install it now, as follows:
. VSLIC pnnnn (class A privilege required)
15. Ensure that the target z/VM SYSTEM CONFIG file has an IMBED entry for VSSI CONFIG (typically, after the
Logo_Config line). If no IMBED is present for VSSI CONFIG, do as follows:
. Access the correct CP PARM disk via one of the following commands:
. acc cpvdev1 W (if z/VM < 6.2) or acc cpvdev2 W (if z/VM >= 6.2)
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. Edit SYSTEM CONFIG: x system config w
. Add the following lines after Logo_Config, then save and exit the file:
. /*--------------------------------*/
. /* VSSI configuration */
. /*--------------------------------*/
. IMBED VSSI CONFIG
16. Copy the CMS modules to a sharable disk to be accessed by the users:
. vscopy cms vdev (where vdev is the sharable disk virtual address)
. vscopy help vdev (where vdev is the sharable disk virtual address)
. copy vmarc helpcms a = = x (repl (x is a shared disk filemode)
. copy vmarc module a = = x (repl (x is a shared disk filemode)
If you use the CMS system disks (i.e., 19D for HELP files, 19E for CMS modules), as the sharable disk, you will need to
re-save the CMS and HELP saved segments (which include the contents of 19D and 19E) before rebooting the system.
17. Shutdown and re-IPL the target z/VM system (1st- or 2nd-level). When the system reboots, the following message(s)
should appear on the console:
. RVSSTN1001I VSSI parm disk at address cpvdev is owned by cpowner
. RVSSTB1021I Component (xxxxxxxx) successfully loaded.
(where xxxxxxxx is VSSI, followed by VPARS, VDISK, and/or VTAPE - 1 message per installed
component).
If any of the above messages do not appear, stop and send the console log to VSSI Support.
18. At this point, and if no errors have occurred, the base components of the VSSI product(s) are now installed on your system.
Installation of the VSSI system is complete, and you can now perform the Product Post_Installation tasks below.

Product Post-Installation Tasks
1. Synchronize VSSI PTF updates.
If the latest PTFCUM existed on your A-disk at the time of VSPKG invocation, then your system is already up-to-date, and you can skip this
step.
If you installed a product package on top of an existing installation, all previously loaded objects for the current install package (including any
PTFs that you may have previously downloaded for that component) are erased as part of the current install. The object deletion only applies to
the components of the current target product package (VPARS, VTAPE, or VDISK); all other objects (such as PTFs for common code (VS) or
for components other than the current install package) are retained on the target Install disk. For example, if you have an existing VPARS
installation, and you install a new VPARS package over the existing install, the final VPARS PTF status is set to the update level of the target
package at the time the package was created by VSSI; any VPARS PTFs higher than the installed package level are deleted. Incorporation of
PTFs later than the newly-installed package will require download and application of the lastest PTFCUM files from the VSSI FTP site (see the
documentation in the VSPTFCUM exec).
2. Cleanup any Install files left on your A-disk:
. ZVMnnn ppvvvv (e.g., ZVM620 VPVT5522)
. ppvvvv PTFCUM (e.g., VPVT5522 PTFCUM)
. VSTOOLS VMARC
. VMARC HELPCMSP
. VMARC MODULEP
. VSFMTARC EXECP
. pnnnn VMARC (e.g., P1234.VMARC license file)
3. Build the relevant user configuration files - VPSYSTEM DEFAULTS (VPARS), VDSYSTEM DEFAULTS (ShadowDisk/Z), and/or
VTSYSTEM DEFAULTS (VTAPE) - for the product(s) of interest. Instructions can be found in the relevant Product Guides.
4. If you subsequently apply IBM corrective service to the target z/VM system, you can do as follows to re-install the VSSI code via the
MAINTvrm userid:
Command

Usage

vssetup (noppf

Setup build disk environment

vssiprep

Update MACLIB, AUX, and VVT entries

vsasmall

Assemble all modules

vsbldnuc

Build CP nucleus
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vscopy nuc cf1 (force

Copy NUC, TXTLIB, and CONFIG files to CP PARM disk (if z/VM < 6.2)

vscopy nuc cf1 cf0 (force

Copy NUC, TXTLIB, and CONFIG files to CP PARM disk (if z/VM >= 6.2)

Moving an Existing Install to Another Install Disk
Assume the following scenario:
. Current (i.e., running) VSSI installation for target z/VM 6.2 resides on VSSMDISK A620.
. New product installation installed on spare Install disk (VSSMDISK A888).
. New installation tested under 2nd-level z/VM; testing successful.
At this point, you wish to copy the new and tested installation (VSSMDISK A888) back to the proper VSSI Install disk (VSSMDISK A620), and free up the
spare Install disk for future adventures. You can do this, as follows:
1. If not already done, link to both the original and the target Install disks:
. LINK VSSMDISK A620 A620 MW mwrite_password
. LINK VSSMDISK A888 A888 RR read_password
2. Access both disks:
. ACC A620 G
. ACC A888 H
3. Format the target Install disk:
. FORMAT A620 G
4. Copy the tested Install to the target Install disk, then release the test Install disk:
. COPY * * H = = G (REPL
. REL H
5. Edit the VSSI configuration files which point to the VSSI Install disk. These files are:
. VSZVMnn PPF (on VSSI Install disk; nn = z/VM release (e.g., 62 = z/VM 6.2))
. VSZVMnn $PPF (on VSSI Install disk; nn = z/VM release (e.g., 62 = z/VM 6.2))
For the PPF and $PPF files, change all occurrences of the &VSLOC statement to reflect the target Install disk; e.g.:
. change: &VSLOC LINK VSSMDISK A888 A888 MR
. to: &VSLOC LINK VSSMDISK A620 A620 MR
6. Test your changes: VSSETUP
If no errors occurred, then the target Install disk is ready for future VSSI maintenance.
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IBM and VSSI Maintenance and Corrective Service
The VSSI install procedure creates all of its files on the VSSI install disk and never changes any files on the IBM maintenance disks. This provides complete
isolation of VSSI updates and additions to VM from the normal VM system.

IBM Maintenance and Corrective Service
IBM corrective service should be applied following normal IBM VMSES proceedures without the VSSI install disk accessed. The CPLOAD MODULE
created on Maint's 493 disk will be a clean IBM nucleus without any VSSI modifications.
After applying IBM corrective service to VM CP, you can do as follows to re-integrate VSSI service into the IBM-updated z/VM system:
Command

Usage

acc vdev G

Re-access the VSSI Install disk

vssetup

Setup build environment

vssiprep

Setup VSSI build files

vsasmall

Re-compile all VSSI modules. Alternatively, you can limit the assemblies by type, as follows:
EXEC

Usage

vshasm

Assembles all VSSI CP modules.

vssasm

Assembles all VSSI CMS modules.

vsuasm

Assembles all IBM HCP modules containing VSSI hooks.

vsbldnuc

Build a CP nucleus with VSSI modifications integrated

vscopy nuc cf1 (force

Copy VSSI configuration files to CP PARM disk (if z/VM < 6.2)

vscopy nuc cf1 cf0 (force

Copy VSSI configuration files to CP PARM disks (if z/VM >= 6.2)

VSSI Maintenance and Corrective Service
Descriptions of available VSSI corrective service can be found at the VSSI Web site www.vsoftsys.com. Corrective service files are on the 193 disk at the
VSSI FTP site ftp.vsoftsys.com. You must sign in with your VSSI-assigned user ID and password and do a change disk (cd) to your_userid.193 to access
the update files. The update files are in VMARC packed format, and must be downloaded in binary (bin) mode. Once downloaded to any accessed disk, the
VSPTF exec can be used to unpack and install one or more VMARC update files in a single pass; it is not necessary to expand the VMARC PTF files prior
to VSPTF execution.
The installation instructions for each PTF can be viewed at the VSSI Web site www.vsoftsys.com. However, if you wish to view the installation instructions
contained in the enclosed UPDATE file, you can use the VMARC program to expand the VMARC update to your VSSI Install disk, as follows:
. vmarc updt_fn vmarc * = = tfm
where tfm is the filemode of your VSSI Install disk.
Some VSSI PTFs may contain special instructions relevant to the PTF being applied. If present, these instructions can be found on the VSSI Web site, as
well as in the body of the UPDATE file contained in the VMARCed PTF. Follow the instructions for those PTFs; for the bulk of VSSI PTFs which do not
contain special instructions, you can follow the same build procedure as outlined in IBM Maintenance and Corrective Service above.
After VSSI maintenance, you do not need to use the (FORCE option on the VSCOPY commands above; the VSCOPY command can correctly determine
which files need to be copied to your CP PARM disks.
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Reader's Comment Form

We welcome any comments that you may be able to provide about this manual. Is there anything that you especially like or dislike about the manual
organization or presentation? Possible topics for comments include clarity, accuracy, completeness, and/or specific errors and omissions.
When you have completed this form, you may send it to VSSI as follows:

Email: support@vsoftsys.com
Fax: (770) 781-3210

If you would like a reply, please include your name and email address.

Name (optional): _______________________________________________
Email (optional): _______________________________________________

Comments:

_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________
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